
Fact Sheet

Sound Familiar? 

We Have a PROVEN WAY to HELP.

WHAT 
We lean on the qualitative psychology and
quantitative science of NEEDFINDING
to uncover the emotional and functional
drivers of customer enagement, adoption,
brand preference and buying indicators.

Know where to play
and how to win.

“You’ve got to start with the customer experience
and work backwards to the technology. You cannot
start with the technology and try to figure out where
you are going to sell it.”   
     Steve Jobs

Opptiv is Veteran-Owned company.

WHY
Delivering profitable growth and inspired
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES at reduced 
cost of sales starts with customers, and their
unmet needs, at the center of operational, 
commercial and organizational systems.

Strategy

Find Us
Opptiv LLC
1001 N. 19th Street, 12th Floor
Arlington, Virginia 22209

phone    +1 855 806 3760 
web  www.opptiv.com 
email hello@opptiv.com
twitter  @opptiv

Contact Us
Keary Crawford  Co-Founder
kcrawford@opptiv.com

Wayne Simmons  Co-Founder
wsimmons@opptiv.com

Ready to talk?

We live in a
customer-centric world.

Innovation
Focus on what
matters most.

WHO 
With unique insights into 
unmet customer needs,
we work across functions
to help companies and
brands gain the deeper
levels of precision and
rigor needed to inform 
high-stakes decisions, 
promote bold actions and
improve growth outcomes.

Sales
Activate latent
buying triggers. 

Product
Build things that

people love.

The Growth Thinking Company
Consulting • Analytics  • Processes

Sound Familiar? 

Marketing
Cut through the

noise to get noticed. 

HOW
To navigate the future, you need a map. With a unique blend of consulting, analytics and
processes, we leverage the “power of the crowd” and behavioral science techniques to
generate the market’s only high-def CUSTOMER NEEDS MAPS. Created to shed new
light on individual strategic trade-offs, design challenges or commercial situations, these
powerful visualizations provide shared visual references to: 1) illuminate the “hot spots” 
where customer experiences can be enhanced, and 2) expose the “ownable”opportunity
spaces where latent demand, first-mover advantages and buying urgency are more likely.

• Customer journey analysis
• Customer experience analysis
• Service experience analysis
• Needs-based segmentation
• Sentiment analysis
• Jobs-to-be-done (JTBD) analysis
• Touchpoint analysis
• Requirements/story analysis

Services
Design more

 relevant experiences.

Stakeholders have varying views of
the customer and can’t agree to what
actually constitutes a customer need.

Difficulty articulating who customers
really are creates uncertainty, leading
to waste and increased cost of sales. 

Flawed assumptions about the things
that customers value limits cross-channel
engagement, resonance and advocacy.

Minimal recognition into the outcomes
customers are trying to achieve makes
it difficult to create viable propositions.

If organic growth, product adoption, marketing ROI and churn are
 increasingly challenging, you might have a CUSTOMER RELEVANCE problem.

Many companies and brands don’t have an understanding of their customers at an
actionable enough level -- what really matters to them, what products, service experiences

and propositions to offer, or what they are willing to pay for. Key indicators  include:

Opptiv is an award-winning growth, 
innovation and digital consultancy. 

We believe if the customer and their
end-to-end experience is not at the
center, the growth, relevance and
long-term viability of even the most
prominent companies and powerful
brands are placed at serious risk.

“Customer-centricity”doesn’t mean
being “customer-led”...we believe
smart companies and brands don’t
simply react to what customers say
they want -- they observe them to
understand the pain they might be
experiencing on their journeys.

In a complex business landscape, we 
further believe that unmet customer
needs are the purest reflection of
authentic empathy, providing  a True
North to guide companies and brands.

We specialize in operationalizing
unmet needs as the essential point
of departure for superior growth,
innovation and digital outcomes.

We help companies and brands discover, visualize and act on unmet customer needs.
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Actual Comparison• Customer
• Employees
• Partners
• Expert network
• Thought leaders
• User groups

Crowdsource
Data Inputs

Automatically Generate
Customer Needs Maps

Analyze and Collaborate to
Generate Actionable Insights
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